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Abstract 

The television writing process in Hollywood has changed very little over the last five decades. A few 

boundaries have expanded with, for example, the introduction of the “showrunner,” the evolution of 

the writer-producer, and the addition of more women and people of color on writing staffs. 

However, the institutionalized practices of Hollywood that bring projects from idea to scripted 

series have been largely static in both broadcast and cable television. Veteran TV writers are familiar 

with pilots, series orders, staffing seasons, the writers’ room, weekly scripts, and, of course, series 

cancellations. 

Enter: Netflix, HULU, and Amazon. Follow: Disruption. These, and other streaming services, began 

by licensing and distributing content from various sources. But they were not about to remain in the 

rerun business forever: they moved on to create their own original programming. And when they 

produced major hits like House of Cards, The Handmaid’s Tale, and The Man in the High Castle, they 

released their shows one season at a time rather than one episode at a time. The production 

process that had served legacy television networks for 50 years could not support this new type of 

distribution. 

This paper addresses a single research question: how has the disruption brought about by streaming 

services altered the work of television writers in Hollywood? To answer it, the author is going to 

the source: interviewing comedy and drama writers to ask for their experiences and perspectives. 

The author is also talking with executives who work with writers, and agents who represent them. 

If, as some have predicted, the “Netflix model” of production becomes the norm how will writers 

fare with the new production status quo? 
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